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Violins:  R.R.P.
VL600E Signature violins individually hand crafted by KG's top luthier. Strings do not included. 4500.00

VL500AE
Various models, from highly selected European tonewoods, instrument only, Stirngs do not 
included. 2950.00

VL500A Various models, oil antiqued varnish, instrument only, Strings do not included. 2650.00
VL400AE Various models, from Eurpean tonewood, instrument only, Strings do not included. 2250.00
VL300G Guarneri model, oil semi antiqued varnish, instrument only, Strings do not included. 1800.00
VL300S Stradivari model, oil semi antiqued varnish instrument only, Strings do not included. 1800.00
VL300-3/4 Stradivari model, ¾ size, instrument only, Strings do not included. 1600.00

VL200A
#200 violin with oil semi antiqued varnish, available in Strad and Guarneri model, instruments 
only, strings not included.             1290.00

VL200-3/4 Stradivari model, ¾ size, instrument only, strings not included 1100.00
VL150 Upgraded student package, 4/4 and 7/8  sizes, instrument only, Strings do not included. 980.00
VL150-3/4 Upgraded student package in size 3/4,  strings do not included. 880.00
VL100 Student package, 4/4-⅞  with oblong case, strings do not included 750.00
VL100-2 Student package 3/4 - 1/2 with oblong case, strings do not included 650.00
VL100-1/8 Student package 1/4 - 1/8 with oblong case, strings do not included 580.00
VL80 Student package,  4/4 – 7/8 with light shaped case, strings not included 550.00
VL80-2 Student package,  3/4 – 1/2 with light shaped case, strings not included 495.00
VL80-1 Student package,  1/4 – 1/8 with light shaped case, strings not included 450.00

Violas:   

VA400GE
15” - 16.5" Gasparo da Salo model from European tonewoods, instrument only, strings not 
included 3200.00

VA400 15½ - 16.5" Gasparo da Salo model,  instrument only, strings not included 2900.00
VA300 16½”, 16”, 15½” and 15” instrument only, strings not included 2150.00
VA200 16½”, 16”, 15½” and 15” instrument only, strings not included 1650.00
VA100 16½”, 16”, 15½”, and 15” instrument only, strings not included 700.00
VA100P 16½”, 16”, 15½” and 15” student package, strings not included 890.00
VA80 15” to 16½” instrument only, strings not included 650.00
VA80P 15” to 16½” student package, strings not included 850.00

NB The higher grade instruments are sold as ‘instrument only’ which means they are supplied with all necessary fittings (such as pegs, chinrest, endpin, tailpiece, 
bridge and soundpost). Case, bow and strings are optional with extra cost.  The instruments listed above are subject to a final set up  that can be carried out in KG 
Instruments by request  with an extra cost.
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Cellos:   
VC500AE Various models,highly selected European woods,instrument only, strings not include 7200.00
VC500A Various models with antiqued varnish, instrument only, strings not included 6500.00
VC400AE Various model, from European tonewoods, instrument only, strings not included 6000.00
VC300S Stradivari model, instrument only, strings not included 3800.00
VC300M Montagnana model, instrument only, strings not included 3800.00
VC300-7/8 Strad and Guadagnini model, instrument only, strings not included 3800.00
VC300-3/4 Stradivari model ¾, instrument only, strings not included 3300.00
VC200S Stradivari model, instrument only, strings not included 2850.00
VC200M Montagnana model, instrument only, strings not included 2850.00
VC200-7/8 Strad and Guadagnini model, instrument only, strings not included 2850.00
VC200-3/4 Stradivari model, instrument only, strings not included 2500.00
VC100 Student package, 4/4 and ⅞ sizes, strings not included 2450.00
VC100-3 Student package, ¾ size, strings not included 2150.00
VC100-2 Student package, ½ size, strings not included 1850.00
VC100-1 Student package,  ¼ size, strings not included 1650.00
VC80 Student package, 4/4 and ⅞ sizes, strings not included 1950.00
VC80-3 Student package, ¾ size, strings not included 1750.00
VC80-2 Student package, ½ size, strings not included 1550.00
VC80-1 Student package,  ¼ size, strings not included 1350.00
VC80-8 Student package,  ⅛ size, strings not included 1150.00

Bases:   
DB300A #300A bass, string antiquing, instrument only, strings not included 6800.00
DB200 #200 bass, instrument only, strings not included 4500.00
DB150 #150 bass, instrument only, strings not included                                                  3850.00
DB100-3 #100 bass, ¾ size, arched back, includes bag 3500.00
DB100-2 #100 bass, ½ size, arched back, includes bag 3250.00
DB100-4 #100 bass, ¼ size, arched back, includes bag 2950.00
DB100-8 #100 bass, ⅛ size, arched back, includes bag 2750.00

NB The higher grade instruments are sold as ‘instrument only’ which means that they are supplied with all necessary fittings (such as pegs, chinrest, endpin or spike, 
tailpiece, bridge and soundpost). Case, bow, and strings, these items can be purchased separately as required. Note that the supplied bridge and soundpost will also 
need some final fitting and adjustment – KG Instruments can carry this out for a small extra charge.
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